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Previous research has proved that computer-assisted
language learning software supports second language
learners in pronunciation training. Empirical studies suggest
that the use of multimedia material further enhances its
effectiveness for in language acquisition. However, past
researches mostly focus on specific theoretical and
phonematic perception problems, such as comparing vowel
length of two visually salient consonants with limited
pedagogical application scenarios. Few studies concern
improvements in production level especially with sentencebased training. In this study, we aim to investigate a
pronunciation training method through a one-week long
intensive sentence-based drills, delivered by a novel
mobile-based, AI-powered multimodal English pronunciation correction tool. The platform enables autogeneration of speech synched drill materials presented by a
photorealistic animated avatar. A between-subject design
was implemented to evaluate three research questions.
Results showed all the interface groups made comparable
improvements after the training and the use of audio-face
materials might
synthesised speech. A trade-off between salience of visual
elements and multimodal interface effectiveness was
proposed. We demonstrated the limitations and implications
of the sentence-based drill production training by the end of
the study.

Empirical study
1. INTRODUCTION

Pronunciation is a key element in communication in which
comprehensibility and intelligibility of information are built
upon [21]. A generally perceived and well-understood way
of speaking is the foundation for successful communication.
Pronunciation deficiency in phonetic and prosodic levels
might distract comprehension and result in considerable
communication barriers [24,25]. Therefore, second
language (L2) learners often cite pronunciation as a priority
in developing oral skills [107]. However, it can be hard for
non-native speakers to develop an intelligible L2
pronunciation. Many reasons could be accountable for that,
including the phonemes inventory dissimilarity between
speaker
language [61,62], articulation
manner difference such as tongue height and advancement,
together with the difference in words stress, speech rhythm
and tones. In this research, we aim to examine the
pronunciation quality with a focus on segmental level factor
phoneme, as it directly influences goodness and
identifiability of the speech [111].
In an effort to improve English as a second language (ESL)
pedagogical methods and
perspectives have been examined. Many researchers
[2,14,26,27,55] argued that modern pedagogy shifts from
teacher-centred education philosophy towards studentcentred and digitalized instruction techniques. Advances in
technology facilitate the integration of computer-assisted
language learning (CALL) software into such pedagogical
transition. CALL provides an interactive and engaging
learning environment, together with immediate and
formative feedback to increase language awareness for ESL
learners [97]. Previous studies [33,42,43,91,103] have
greatly examined the effectiveness of using multimodal
materials to help L2 learners with particular pronunciation
obstacles such as vowel length perception, and consonant
comparison between minimal word pairs. However, those
lab-based settings mostly emphasise multimodal approach
advancements in syllable and word level, with few studies
examine its effectiveness in more naturalistic and
sophisticated settings with sentences-based training. In this
study, we were interested in production other than
perception because empirical studies suggested that the
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perception of phonemes might not directly contribute to
production [18,43,77]. In addition, even fewer studies
delivered such training through synthesised speech and a
realistic computer-animated talking head. Therefore, the
presented research concerned whether a realistic computeranimated avatar with synthesised speech would benefits
stakeholders in sentence-based drills practice. Specifically,
this research compared three multimodal interfaces
effectiveness in pronunciation improvement to explore
which interface might benefit users most. The audio-only
condition would be manipulated as the baseline group in
this study. In summary, the presented research aimed to
examine the following questions:
1.
2.
3.

computing power and primitive sound processing
capability, such text-only applications focus on literal
aspect to provide training such as grammar drills and
vocabulary accumulation. With the help of the string
comparison
algorithm,
programs
like PLATO [20]
and TICCIT [4,54] could provide immediate and remedial
feedback.
The use of CALL applications in pronunciation training
was not manifest until the late 1980s when the
popularization of sound processing accessories enabled
microcomputers to record, proceed and playback acoustic
files. The proliferation of hardware set new dimensions in
pedagogy that shift towards interactive and narrative
multimedia contexts [51]. A flurry of video-based
simulation programs launched during this period with the
aims to create immersive language learning environments
[84]. In Montevi-disco [85], learners cast as a tourist
interacting with built-in characters such as police officer or
inhabitants to accomplish a series of learning objectives. By
immersing learners into the pre-recorded authentic audio
dialogues, it aimed to teach pronunciation in contexts.
Although being able to reconstruct a meaningful learning
environment, such systems still follow a conventional
without explicit
assessments. Feedback modules that could monitor
pronunciation problems were absent. Applications
like JustTalk and Issues in English later added on the block
to allow students to self-record their drill samples and
compare with standard recordings by self-measurement,
however, more elaborated evaluation features were still
missing [96].

Does the use of sentence-based drill practices
benefit for pronunciation production?
Can the use of photorealistic multimodal avatar
with synthesised speech enhance the training
efficiency?
What is the most efficient interface in the mobilebased platform

We started a literature review of related works in the area of
CALL software with a focus on pronunciation teaching. A
between-subject design was introduced to investigate our
research questions. We concluded this paper with interface
effectiveness evaluation which showed comparable
improvements among multimodal interface conditions.
Implication and future direction of this study were briefly
discussed at the end of this paper.
2. RELARED WORK
2.1 Computer Assisted Language Learning Software in
Pronunciation Training

The advancements in automatic speech recognition (ASR),
digital voice synthesis and analysis paved a way for
computer-assisted pronunciation teaching (CAPT) that
made the immediate evaluation and feedback possible
[5,6,28,51]. The common examination factors involved two
levels of interests in segmental and suprasegmental
pronunciation quality. For segmental level evaluation, it
generally examines how well the acoustic characteristics of
the response matched in the acoustic model used in the
ASR system. While suprasegmental evaluations concern
stress, tone and rhythm-based features [111]. A multitude of
studies has revealed the capability and flexibility of the
CAPT system in pronunciation training regrading to various
of phonetics features in both segmental and suprasegmental
level (Table 1). TeLL me More [7] enabled stakeholders to
interpret individual speech quality by comparing the
contour difference of personal and standard soundwaves.
Many research [73,96,102] presented a more focused area
on utilizing CAPT software to improve vowels and
consonants pronunciation for L2 English speakers. Whereas
for suprasegmental features, Gorjian et al. [38] work
suggested that prosodic feature, stress, and intonation, could
be more accurately perceived by L2 learners through
computer-based approaches regrading to conventional
methods. Empirical studies from Cauldwell [23] and

It becomes increasingly prevalent across pedagogy to use
CALL in language acquisition over the past decades
[58,97]. CALL refers to a series of computer-controlled
programs for language learning. It combines individualtailored instruction, pre-recorded practice with features like
real-time evaluation and personalized feedback system,
emphasizing a learner-centred learning methodology [38].
It evolves from a narrowed area of educationalist and
linguisticians interest to encompass a wide range of
language learners with different purposes, for example in
vocabulary building, grammar checking and pronunciation
training tasks [26,64,108]. Over than that, researchers have
also proved its capabilities in facilitating language learning
from vulnerable groups such as children with autism [64]
and people with hearing impairments [39,90,106].
Historically, the iteration of CALL software functionality
has been shaped with numerous factors including
technologies advancements, shifts in pedagogical
objectives, as well as diverse requirements from
stakeholders [75]. Tracing back to the early 1960s when
mainframe-based programs started to serve as the
drillmaster in language training, the rudiment of CALL
systems appeared [97]. Restricted by the narrowed
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Name

Interface

Language

Phonemical
features

Research aims

Feedback

Technology

Baldette

Talking head

en,ar,fr,es,
de,el

Segmental

Does the use of talking
head increase sentences
perception rate in noisy
environment?

O

ASR,
synthesis,
analysis,
head

TeLL me More [7]

Spectrogram

en

Phoneme

Pronunciation
improvement

X

ASR

X

MyET [7]

Spectrogram

en

Phoneme

Pronunciation
improvement

O

ASR

X

ELSA [56]

Text-based

en

General

Dose use of ELSA increase
student
oral
language
ability more compared with
teach-centered methods?

O

ASR,
analysis

speech

X

Unnamed [56]

Spectrogram

jp

Phoneme durations

Can CALL used in teaching
double-mora phonemes in
Japanese (tokushuhaku)?

O

ASR,
analysis

speech

X

Praat [38]

Spectrogram

en

Suprasegmental
(prosodic)

Pronunciation
improvement

O

ASR,
analysis

speech

O

ReCALL [105]

Graphical

en

Suprasegmental
(fluency, liveliness)

Pronunciation
improvement

O

ASR,
analysis

speech

O

Unnamed [60]

Graphical

en

General

Can CALL help in the
conventional
classroom
settings?

O

ASR,
analysis

speech

X

Powtoon [94]

Graphical

en

General

Can multimedia content in
CALL
increase
engagement?

O

ASR,
analysis

speech

X

MusicSpeak [100]

Graphical

en

Suprasegmental
(rhythm)

Pronunciation
improvement

O

ASR,
synthesis,
analysis

speech
speech

O

Baldi&
[63]

Is
AI
used?
speech
speech
talking

O

Table 1. Related CAPT programs (O for applicable, X for not avaliable).

Coniam [31] proposed similar findings. Hincks [49]
research stated the feasibility to evaluate utterance quality
in terms of speech rate and fluency. Unfortunately, there is
still great restrictions at processing the utterance and
designing interventions at prosody level due to its
sophisticated nature to be defined and characterized [78].

intelligent and dynamic feedback responding to L2
learners language acquisition process [15].
NLP benefits speech analysis in understanding, generation
and synthesis process of natural language [12]. In the
understanding and generation context, it enables speech
analysis from template-based pattern matching algorithm to
more advanced parsing syntactic analyzation conforming to
grammar rules [32]. Specifically, in the text-to-speech
(TTS) disciplinary, such deep neural network framework
enables the generation of high-quality naturalistic speech
and yields extraordinary performance as described virtually
indistinguishable from real human voices [8,13,98,104].

In a nutshell, CAPT programs generate a powerful way for
L2 learners to percept, process, and articulate phonological
features other than conventional classroom learning
archetype. It enables students to schedule individual study
at their tempo with detailed and personalized feedback
conforming to each learning phase. Multimedia tutorial
material combined with varieties of drilling practices could
formulate an authentic language surrounding and therefore
maximize student learning efficiency [57].
2.2 Artificial Intelligence
Pronunciation Teaching

in

Computer

Another ICALL application branch lies in user modelling.
responses are classified and recorded by
specific characters in data structures and manipulated
systematically to analyse, represent, and predict their
performance and knowledge [86]. Such a system enables
customization and personalized adoption to satisfy dynamic
users needs. Intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is therefore
built upon these two foundation modules to provide
informative and explicit feedback for L2 learners. Over the
past decade, Nagata [71] and other researchers
[16,45,47,82] has sought evidence that by providing
feedback immediately and explicitly would promote greater

Assisted

The advanced features CALL applications call for
increasing growth needs on the integration of artificial
intelligence (AI) into the conventional CALL system.
Intelligent computer-assisted language learning (ICALL)
describes branches of AI applications in the area of natural
language processing (NLP), user modelling and intelligent
tutoring systems (ITS) [35,48]. ICALL utilizes theories
from linguistic and language acquisition to provide
3

learning result. This corresponds to feedback changes in
CAPT applications which evolved from brief to detailed
and personalized feedback. Previous CAPT applications,
such as Talk to Me [10] and New Dynamic English [99],
were depending on dynamic pattern matching or
normalization techniques that only roughly referred to the
closest data in corpus and provided general correction
suggestions. While the most recent systems, such
as Tagarela [72], E-tutor [46], and Robo-Sensei [97] were
able to generate intelligent instructions and correction
reports responded to
proficiency and study pace.

pronunciation training, which focused on explaining jaw
height, tongue advancement, rounding retraction and
pronunciation experienced a significant improvement.
2.3.1 Effects of mouth interface

Communication theories have proven that observing
speech-synched lip movements could benefit people in
language comprehension [67,110]. The lipreading grants
benefits in speech perception because primarily visible
articulators including lips, teeth and tongue are decisive
parameters associated with vocal tract resonance. In
addition, lipreading can compensate for deficiencies of
audition, therefore contributes to a more robust and
accurate perception of speech [92]. For instance, it is
relatively straightforward to see the distinction between /ba/
and /da/, but not by hearing. Whereas, /ba/ and /pa/ could be
to easily discriminate by hearing but hard by lip movement.
Abundant empirical studies demonstrated that during the
perception of speech information, one modality is heavily
relied on other modalities [40,41,50,95,109]. Calvert [22]
experiment proved auditory cortex could be activated by

2.3 Effects of Multimodal Material in Assisting L2
Speakers with Pronunciation Training

Communication is a multimodal interaction which fuses
auditory and visual information to shape a holistic
understanding. However, the reliance on unimodal auditory
training methodology was not changed until the early 1960s
[106]. It was argued that the auditory channel was not
always transmitted sufficient information for articulation,
especially for non-native speakers. Communication theories
further claimed that language awareness could benefit from
the integration of multimodal stimuli [29,37,67] for all
levels of language speakers including native speakers [8],
L2 users [42,103] and hard of the hearing group. Numerous
studies have illustrated that even though the imperfection in
L2 acquisition could be improved by intensive auditoryfocused training, it was still arduous for L2 speakers to
achieve at a native or near-perfect level [18,59,69,81,110].
Despite the speech information conveyed by auditory
channel, visual channel such as facial cues, tongue, lip, and
jaw movement, together with hand gestures could work
together as a complementary information channel to fetch
up missing sections during speech dissemination
[41,50,66,83,95]. This suggests that either auditory or
visual information could act as supplementary sources if
one segment is ambiguous and the other one is vigorously
conveyed.

might influence the
2.3.2 Effects of face interface

It is well established that visually salient information, lip
and jaw movement, could contribute to language
perception. Summerfield's [92,93] study revealed that
speech perception also comes from other facial cues. The
results suggested that the whole-face interface achieved an
overall 43% correct sentence identification but 31% for the
lip-only condition. Additionally, empirical studies [3,74]
indicated that human ability to decipher facial visuals is
robust. In other words, the translation accuracy could be
retained in nonoptimal conditions when the face is viewed
at different angles, distances, compressed or even is
blurred. This suggests great application scenarios of
presenting full-face in complex environments such as in
noisy surroundings and smaller screen size devices.

Relevant research has extensively examined the effects of
using audio-visual materials in assisting L2 learning
perception and production. Hardison [42,43] found that the
use of multimodal materials contributed to a better
perception of English consonant /l/ and /r/ for Japanese and
Korean speakers. Wang [103] presented similar conclusions
that audio-visual tutoring contents improved articulation of
fricative consonants by exploiting different multimedia
stimulations. Sueyoshi [91] study examined the
effectiveness of adding hand gestures and facial expressions
during language training compared with audio-only
conditions. It was not surprising that in the majority of
situations, the additional visual hints contributed to better
learning results compared with the audio-only condition.
Among different audio-visual combinations, the face-audio
condition generated the highest learning results, whereas
the hand gestures did not directly contribute to learning
improvements in the controlled study. Likewise, Franklin
[33] study pointed that after an intensive English vowel

2.3.3 Computer animated talking head

Technology advancement also induces changes in
pronunciation teaching paradigms and learning activities.
Warschauer [105] described the transition as from structural
system interaction to a socio-cognitive aspect which
emphasised the interactivity and engagement of the study
experience. Such pedagogy theory advocated the presence
of computer-animated talking heads, which synthesized
multimodal channel information including voice, gestures,
head, and facial expressions into a virtual character to fulfil
a communication atmosphere. The early attempt of the
synthesised talking face was informative but hampered by
the limited graphic processing capacity. Early animated
vector talking head prototypes from Brooke [1,19]
configurated avatars with 13 reflectors from a natural talker
with 25 frames per second. Plenty of researches was built
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in pronunciation. Montgomery and Jackson [68] argued the
importance of teeth presence in vowel production by the
help of proposed virtual agent. Benefits from the
advancements in computer vision, Massaro and his team
[64,90] introduced perhaps the most popular talking
heads, Baldi and Baldetter (Figure 1) into the CAPT area
together with a multitude of research in examining its
effectiveness and performance in many focused
applications. Cole et al. described CSLU [30], a vocabulary
tutor with Baldi to assist children with autism spectrum
disorders. Projects from CU communicators integrated the
virtual agent into a dialogue system design for travel and
navigation purpose in scenarios-based activity [76]. Such
approaches emphasised a contextualized pronunciation
mechanism and enabled stakeholders to internalize the
phonological paradigms of the target language through
linguistically and pedagogically completed contents [51].

instant message application WeChat, in which the research
program was built on.
3.2 Materials

This research examined research questions with an AIpowered multimodal pronunciation correction software,
English class representative, developed by an AI start-up,
Emotech. The software was developed to compatible with
the instant message application, WeChat (version 7.0.16
and later) on both Android and iOS operating system. In
total there were 11 iPhone users and 13 Android users.
Participants were supposed to run the software with their
smartphones during the research.
English class representative enables the realtime synthesis
of pronunciation animation materials in a canvas (600x600
pixels) to instruct participants on sentence-based drills. The
pronunciation animation is synchronized with the
synthesised speech as presented below the canvas. The
animation has three variations, an audio-face, an audiomouth and an audio-only interface. In the audio-face
condition, a front view of a photorealistic talking head will
be rendered according to the presented sentence. Such
multimedia content presents mouth movement, eye blinking
and other subtle emotional cues (Figure 2 left). In the
audio-mouth interface, a skew orientation of the avatar
mouth will be presented in which lip and tongue
movements act as salient visual elements, whereas other
parts of the face will not be visible (Figure 2 middle). In
audio-only condition, the canvas will be filled with solid
colours to ensure no articulation animations will be
delivered to participants (Figure 2 right). All three
interfaces use the same avatar character for creating
multimedia drills.

Figure 1. Application integrates with Baldi

It worth noting that as many studies investigated the use of
multimodal materials in phonemic teaching and animated
talking head for focused activities, to our knowledge, few
studies delivered the pronunciation drill training with the
computer-animated tutor. We, therefore, were preliminary
interested in whether such combinations could benefit L2
learners in pronunciation teaching. Specifically, our drill
practices were sentence-based which represented more
naturalistic conversations and pedological implications for
cohort than word-level materials.

Users were supposed to first watch the animated
articulatory drill and repeat after it. Meanwhile, their
practices would be recorded and analysed by the intelligent
scoring system which evaluates phonetic articulation
quality and generates corresponded report. Candidates can
review their pronunciation ratings in the feedback page and
concentrate on improving those pronunciation impairments
in later training. The grading system provides intuitive
feedback on articulation quality as classified by colour,
green for excellent, yellow for average, and red for
unsatisfactorily articulated phonemes (Figure 3 right).
Stakeholders can review their overall pronunciation
diagnosis in the report page (Figure 3 left). The marks are
sorted by category of monophthongs, diphthongs, plosive,
fricative, affricate, nasal, apical, and semi-vowels (Table 2).
All phonemes grades are averaged scores of all finished
articulation drills.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Participants

Twenty four recent high school graduates (11 female), aged
from 18 to 20 years old (M=18.22, SD=0.52), were
recruited by an online recruiting advertisement posted in a
local bulletin board system (BBS) with the stipend of 120
Chinese Yuan (equivalent to 13 British Pounds) for
participation. An additional 10 Chinese Yuan (equivalent to
1.1 British Pounds) was awarded for those who enrolled in
the optional post-study interview. Three subjects exited the
experiment midway and their results were therefore
excluded. Research participants were all native Chinese
speakers and selected English as their second language.
None of the subjects achieved a native-level English
fluency. All had a normal or corrected-to-normal version
and no one reported a hearing impairment. Subjects were all
smartphone users and familiar with the operation of the

The research selected in 156 sentences as the articulation
drills material. From which, 16 sentences were used as
articulation classification material, whereas the other 140
sentences were randomly assigned into 7 days with 20
sentences trained for each day. All drill materials were
selected from participants oral English syllabus, optional
5

Figure 2. Comparison of English class representative
interfaces, audio-face, audio-mouth and audio-only condition
(From left to right)

Figure 3. Users can review individual phoneme marks in the
feedback page (Left). Phoneme articulation grades are
coloured to represent pronunciation quality (Right).

Category

Phoneme

N

Statement

Monophthongs

/i:/

1

The synthesised speech is accurate.

2

The rating of my drill practice is accurate

3

The presented interface is cognitively demanding

4

The presented interface increases my sense of
participation in pronunciation training

5

I feel pleasant when using the software in the
pronunciation training

6

The software enables pronunciation training by utilizing
my fragment time

7

The daily drill practice workload is well balanced

Diphthongs
Plosive

/p/ /b/ /t/ /d/ /k/ /g /

Fricative
Affricate
Nasal
Apical

/l/ /r/

Semi-vowels

/w/ /j/
Table 2. Phonemes category

Table 3. Questions listed in the questionnaire.

module 9, Peking Normal Press. To be able to compatible
with the test software, selected sentences length was
restricted under 25 words. All sentences were generated at a
normal pace. Prior to the research, all rendered drills were
reviewed by external native English speakers to ensure
audio-visual materials were synchronized with the
synthesised speech.

second section of the experiment was a between-subject
design to examine the teaching efficiency of three proposed
interfaces, an audio-face group (N=8), an audio-mouth
group (N=8), and an audio-only group (N=8). To ensure
participants oral grades improvement were only affected by
the exposed interface and not biased by learning transfer
effects by other interfaces, a between-subject design would
be utilized. That means research groups would only have
access to assigned interfaces and not authorized to open the
other interfaces during research. Interfaces were
manipulated as the independent variable, which involved
three conditions (two audio-visual interfaces and one audioonly interface). The main dependent variable would be the
pronunciation quality represented by phoneme marks.

To investigate participants subjective feedback of the
proposed method, we introduced an online questionnaire (7point scale) consisted of 7 questions regarding to
multimodal interface (Q1-3), engagement (Q4,5), and
workload (Q6,7) (Table 3). Grade 1 stood for strongly
disagree, whereas grade 7 represented strongly agree of the
statement.
3.3 Design

3.4 Procedure

The experiment contained two sessions, an English
pronunciation classification test and a formal one-week
between-subject design in which subjects would be
assigned into corresponded interface groups. In the first
pronunciation examination, all subjects (N=24) enrolled a
scheduled test to articulate 16 sentences, after which the
software would generate pronunciation scores. The grades
would be used as references when assigning subjects into
different i
performances were well balanced among groups. The

A remote orientation was held on Microsoft Team in which
subjects were explained with the aim of the study and seek
approval for informed consent. Participants were guided
with the software setup and operation for 10 minutes to get
familiar with the system. We then initialized the
pronunciation classification test (N=24) to assign
participants into corresponded multimodal interface
conditions. Afterwards, participants were given a unique
code to self-identify them in the second part of the research.
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Figure 5. Articulation marks comparison of three multimodal interfaces in pre-test (left) and post-test (Right).

We went through the one-week long research started from
pronunciation marks.
Participants were required to use the software, English class
representative, to accomplish daily pronunciation drills (20
sentences x 7days) as assigned in their interface conditions.
They were required to log the articulation grades at the
beginning and end of the research. By the end of the
research, candidates were guided to fill a questionnaire in
Microsoft Forms to rate the learning experiences of their
assigned interfaces and expressed their interest in attending
the post-study semi-structured interview. 6 participants (3
in audio-only condition, 1 in audio-face condition, and 2
from audio-mouth condition) accepted the 20 minutes
interview invitation and their feedback were recorded for
analysis.

no significant two-way interaction between interface and
test, F(2,18) = 0.208, ns, 2=0.004. Post hoc test results
suggested that only participants in audio-face condition
made significant improvements but not for the other two
conditions. The audio-face average marks improved from
72.90 (SD = 9.37) to 81.36 (SD = 5.45), p<.05; the audiomouth condition increased from 74.16 (SD=7.77) to 80.76
(SD =2.41) but fell just short of statistical
significance (p=0.128); compared with the audio-only
condition in which subjects improved from 72.59 (SD =
6.03) to 79.35 (SD = 6.00) with near marginal significance
(p=0.198). It was interesting to note that in both multimodal
interfaces, the standard deviation decreased over 4 marks
whereas there was only 0.03 reduction in audio-only group.
The great standard deviation variations suggested that low
proficiency users might benefit more from the additional
visual stimulation.

4. RESULTS

A mixed-design 2 (test time) x 3 (multimodal interfaces) x
8 (phoneme categories) ANOVA with the test (pre- and
post-test) and phoneme categories (monophthongs,
diphthongs, plosive, fricative, affricate, nasal, apical, and
semi-vowels) manipulated as within-subject factors;
multimodal interfaces (audio-only, audio-mouth, and audioface) as between-subject factor; and the dependent variable
was participants average phenomes marks. Tukey honest
significant difference test was introduced as post hoc
examinations method to compare inter-group relationships.
It worth mention this study focused on the multimodal
interfaces other than phonology aspects. The reason we
separated phoneme categories in ANOVA analysis was not
to investigate cross-category phoneme differences but to
gain a detailed understanding of interface induced
difference within each phonological category.

Figure 4. Articulation marks comparison of three multimodal
interface conditions.
4.2 Multimodal Interface Main Effect

The primary research interest was whether multimodal
interfaces conditions would induce salient improvement
difference on phonemic articulation. The 2x3x8 mixeddesign ANOVA test did not reveal a significant main effect
2
of software interfaces, F(2,18) = 0.127, ns
=0.014.
There was also no two-way interactions between phonemes
2
and interface, F(14,126) = 0.498, ns
=0.010.
Unsurprisingly, there was no three-way interaction among
test, phonemes and interface, F(14,126) = 0.603, ns,
2
=0.009. The above suggests that there was no significant

4.1 Test Main Effect

The main effect of the test revealed a significant difference
in phenomes articulation quality between pre and post
2
examination, F(1,18) = 30.795, p
=0.128. This
roved significantly after
the one-week phenomics training, as statistics showed that
the average marks increased from 73.21 (SE=7.29) to 80.49
(SE=4.60). All three interface conditions reflected an
almost synchronous growing trend (Figure 4), as there was
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2
0.871, ns
=0.088. The high engagement indicates that
L2 learners well satisfied and praised computer-assisted
pronunciation teaching approach.

improvements difference among three interfaces on neither
overall nor separated phoneme category.
To better understand interfaces
individual phonemes, we then implemented a one-way
ANOVA test to examine net marks increase on eight
phonemes (Figure 5 right). Unsurprisingly, there were no
main effects of interface conditions, for all phonemes
category the p value was greater than .05, and the Tukey
post hoc also ravelled no significant differences among
multimodal conditions.

4.3.3 Task allocation

Similarly, subjects in all three interface conditions
expressed high satisfaction on questions related to task
allocation, (M=5.05, SD=1.746), F(2,18) = 0.057, ns,
2
=0.006. Participants agreed that the system helped them
to practice pronunciation by utilizing the fragmented time
2
(M=5.67, SD=1.560), F(2,18) = 1.020, ns
=0.102.
5. DISCUSSION

To address the possibility that the nonsignificant difference
might be triggered by
articulation variance and
unbalance of the initial grouping, we further run a one-way
ANOVA test for pre-test results only (Figure 5 left). As the
results presented there was no significant difference on
phonemic marks among different groups before test,
2
F(2,18) = 0.079, ns
=0.009, that in a way suggests the

In this study, we investigated three multimodal interface
efficiencies of a computer-animated avatar with sentencebased drill practices. All interface groups in the presented
study showed comparable improvement after training.
Although two multimodal interfaces did not directly
manifest statistically superior benefits compared to the
audio-only group, the additional visual information of
animated talking head made the synthesised speech sound
more accurate and naturalistic. Particularly, multimodal
information might promote more improvements for low
proficiency users.

performances among multimodal interfaces.
4.3 Quantitative Feedback
4.3.1 Interface

One-way ANOVA test demonstrated that there was
significant difference rating difference on accuracy of
2
synthesised speech, F(2,18) = 4.337, p<.05
=0.325, and
2
cognitive demand, F(2,18) = 17.550, p<.001
=0.661,
among interface conditions, but subjects rated similarly on
2
evaluation accuracy, F(2,18) = 1.208, ns
=0.118. For
perception of synthesised speech accuracy, the audio-only
condition received the lowest rating (M=4.86, SD=1.864),
while the other two multimodal interfaces, audio-mouth
(M=6.43, SD=0.787) and audio-face (M=6.57, SD=0.535)
were rated remarkably higher. Such rating difference is
interesting because it indicates that the presence of avatar
character might enhance the
impressions on
synthesised speech accuracy despite that all interfaces were
rendered with the same character. Participants reacted to
multimodal interfaces with different cognitive workload
occupied. Two audio-visual interfaces, audio-mouth
(M=6.14, SD=0.690) and audio-face (M=5.29, SD=1.113)
received notably higher marks compared with the audioonly group (M=3.14, SD=1.069). This indicates participants
took considerable additional mental resources to process the
visual stimuli. However, it was not anticipated that the
audio-mouth condition was even more cognitively
challenging than the audio-face group. In addition,
participants rated slightly lower on the accuracy of the
evaluation system (M=4.76, SD=1.446) which suggested a
potential room for improvement.

5.1 Why No Difference Among Interfaces

Contradictory to the literature review that audio-visual
information might significantly benefit L2 participants in
speech awareness and production, results did not reveal a
superior advantage. In most of the cases, improvements in
audio-face condition ranked slightly higher than other
conditions but the benefits were not statistically significant.
The comparable interfaces performance was commensurate
with some of the previous researches [36,44,79] that no
fundamental differences were found for L2 learners in the
identification and production of English phonemes. Several
reasons could account for this.
Firstly, the nature of the task was different from past
research as it emphasised the production of phonemes
rather than perception. Previous studies [18,43,77]
suggested that the perception of L2 sounds might not
directly correspond with production. The perceptual ability
of certain phonemes might induce certain levels of
improvement in production level. However, such transfer
efficiency varied in phonemes and research settings
[52,53,102]. In other words, high sensitivity in L2
phonemes perception task might not necessarily lead to
outstanding production performance. Thus, the advantages
of multimodal interfaces in perception might not be directly
applicable to this study.
In addition, most of the past studies [40,42,85] examined
visually salient word pairs in which the visual stimuli could
take a dominant role. For instance, Hardison [42,43]
compared the perception of English consonant /l/ and /r/ for
Japanese and Korean speakers as both consonants were
visually disguisable. Whereas, in this study, we used much
complicated sentence-based drills which involved a

4.3.2 Engagement

Participants rated interfaces comparably on questions about
engagement. The design of English class representative
proved to
participation, M=5.81, SD=1.250, F(2,18) = 1.144, ns,
2
=0.113 and pleasant, M=5.57, SD=1.207, F(2,18) =
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multitude of non-visual dominant phonemes. Thus, the
benefits of viewing visually salient stimulations might
further be weakened.

the context of designing multimodal interfaces, face groups
contained more visual elements such as subtle emotions and
heads movements than mouth group and were supposed to
[83]. However, results
demonstrated that in sentence articulation training,
highlighting lip movements might induce more cognitive
workload than viewing the same mouth animations from the
whole face. Quotes from participants further confirmed
the lip
movements changed so quickly that made me hard to catch
up with.
The mouth animations were
too striking to dismiss. It distracted my attention when I
need to refer to the sentence below the canvas. .

Another possible explanation might because subjects
perceived auditory cues more efficiently than visual stimuli.
In other words, auditory channels were viewed as dominant
input while visual cues were manipulated as supplementary
stimuli. This might be explained by the high cognitive
workload required for processing multimodal inputs,
especially for L2 speakers. The binding of audio
information with visual information set higher requirements
on cognitive resources and as a result, minimize the
improvements from visual interfaces. Fraser et. al [34]
suggested that the perception of audio-visual information
could require more cognitive resources, for instance
phonological short-term memory, than audio-only
resources. The limited L2 language experience might
reduce the multimodal information integration ability as the
subjects were recent high school graduates with limited L2
learning time compared with college students who were
often invited as research participants in past researches.
McGurk and McDonald argued that the perception of visual
cues could evolve as exposed to language stimuli with more
time [41,70]. This is also in line with Wang et al. [103]
research that longer L2 language experience contributed to
a better perception of L2 language in audio-visual
congruent stimuli.

The presented findings particularly have implications for
pronunciation teaching. The availability of producing highquality audio-visual materials might lead to abundant
potential application scenarios. Indeed, presenting lip and
mouth movements saliently is a common strategy used in
phonetic alphabet teaching as it can highlight tongue
placement
and
manner
of
articulation
[41,65,66,70,87,88,95]. However, such methodology might
not be directly applicable in sentences-based drills as the
visual stimuli benefits might be cancelled by cognitive
overload. In other words, there is a trade-off between
highlights of visual information and efficiencies of visual
interfaces.
In
longer
pronunciation
tutorials,
overemphasising mouth animations might lead to worse
performance. While adding additional non-salient visual
elements as visual buffers might in return improve the
overall efficiency of the interfaces.

Despite there were no dual tasks existed in this research
which could interfere with the perception of pronunciation
material. The software (Figure 2) presented animations
together with sentences, might lead subjects to constantly
switch attention. Quotes from P3004 was consistent with
this notion, I cannot fully focus on how the mouth moves
when model pronunciation animations are played as I have
to look up to the unfamiliar words. .

5.3 Pedagogical and Technological Implication

The presented study demonstrated great feasibility and
effectiveness of integrating speech-synched avatar with
synthesised sentence-based drills. Subjects expressed high
acceptance and satisfaction of the synchronisation between
animated character and synthesised speech. Participant
P1006 appraised it as
talking
do not even
perceive the audios as synthesised speech
over half of the subjects favoured the synthesised speech
more than recordings from a real person. They recognized
the standardization, consistency and clarity of the
synthesised sound. Additionally, participants demanded
speech tempo regulation function to satisfy dynamic speech

5.2 Balance Visual Information Salience with Interface
Efficiency

One unexpected result was that participants in the audiomouth condition (increased 6.60 marks) presented
marginally lower performance compared with the audioonly group (increased 6.76 marks). Unlike the prominent
benefits of visual information in audio-face condition
(increased 8.47 marks), the addition of lip movements even
resulted in lower performance. Although Summerfield's
[92,93] study demonstrated potential identification
enhancement with presenting whole facial than a focused
area of lip, it was not anticipated in this study that mouth
animations might not assist L2 language articulation.

particularly be helpful for researchers in the preparation of
pronunciation training materials.
In addition, our data suggested the CAPT system could
benefit stakeholders in multiple phases including increase
engagement, cultivate an active learning atmosphere, and
schedule learning at their own pace. The proposed
advantages of CAPT system were well in line with the
previous research [11,20,38,57,89] which examined
language teaching with digital technology. In general, the

A possible explanation might because subjects in audiomouth condition
that eventually distracted the potential benefits from
observing mouth and lip movements, whereas the audioface group might not encounter such severity of distraction
cognitive workload occupied in audio-mouth condition. In
9

proposed system has proved great technical feasibility in a
holistic process of generating, delivering, and evaluating
pronunciation. Its naturalistic sentence-based drill training
also demonstrated great pedagogical scenarios. Taken
together, these findings implicate a promising direction for
computer-animated avatars with naturalistic drill practices
in pronunciation teaching.

such as suprasegmental level characters, to form a holistic
CAPT system. However, such ideation remains challenging
due to the complex nature to quantify suprasegmental
pronunciation evaluation criteria. Restricted by the
intensive native of the phonological training programs and
limited research time, measuring the pronunciation
retention after training was not scheduled in this study. As
many of the past researches [17,18,52,102] emphasised the
potential rewards of multimodal stimuli than unimodal
stimuli in pronunciation retention with word-level training.
None of them examines the retention effectiveness with
sentences. Therefore, it would be informative to explore
whether drill material types would influence pronunciation
retention in the future.

5.4 Limitation

The research external validity was restricted by the limited
number of subjects in each interface group. The limited
lling sentence sample might not
fully reflect the results in a quantitative way. A more
representative range of subjects with L2 language
proficiencies and a larger corpus of sentence drills are
therefore needed to assess the proposed method in wider
contexts.
101] speech perceptual
training results, participants might develop certain bias on
speech voices. Pérez, Elvira et al. argued that such
preference might influence L2 subject speech perception
efficiency [80]. Therefore, more virtual agents with
different voices might be introduced to mitigate side effects
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